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1. Safety Information 
1.1 Important Safety Information 

Read this entire manual before using your Continuous Glucose Monitoring 

Systems. If you do not understand some of the content or have any questions, 

please ask your Diabetes Management Team or health care provider. 

Contraindications, warnings, precautions, cautions, and other important safety 

information can be found in this User Manual. 

 

This device is not designed to replace a blood glucose meter. The system must be 

used with a blood glucose meter. 

•You can't make a treatment decision based on Continuous Glucose Monitoring 

Systems alone. You should be under the guidance of a doctor or take a finger 

blood glucose to confirm. 

• The Device is mainly used for detecting glucose trends. Symptoms related to 

low or high blood glucose levels should not be ignored. If you feel uncomfortable, 

you should carry out medical activities under the guidance of medical 

institutions or use your blood glucose meter to verify the results. 

•You should update the device’s calibration according to the instruction in this 

manual to ensure device performance. The performance of the device has not 

been studied when calibrated less frequently than the recommendation. 

•The CGMS product should be used under the supervision of a physician or users 

should be trained. 
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•CT-Scan, X-Ray or MRI:  When must be examined with CT, X-ray, or MRI imaging, 

remove the transmitter for the processes and place it back afterward. The 

interruption will cause the sensor signal to re-stabilize. Some data loss may occur. 

An additional BG calibration is required. 

•Avoid Extreme Temperature: Try not to enter or stay in extreme temperature 

that is outside the specified range of the system operation. 

•Strong Electromagnetic Fields:  Avoid strong electromagnetic fields. 

 

Preparation and installation of Transmitter and sensor ：(See the CGMS User 

Manual for details.) 

 

1.2 Labels 

 

2. Product introduction 
2.1 Product Name 

Software for Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems 

2.2 Trade name 

POCTech CGM APP 

2.3 Indications 

Software for Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems is indicated for detect

ing trends and tracking patterns in adults with diabetes. It is intended for

 use by patients. 

Symbol  Meaning of symbol 

 Manufacturer 

 Authorized representative in the European 
Community 

 
Consult instruction manual 
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2.4 Intended Use 

Software for Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems is a mobile application 

used in combination with Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems manufactured 

by POCTech Co., Ltd. This software will be used to collect, transform the blood 

glucose signal collected by the transmitter，and display , store, and analyze the 

glucose value and graph in real time. 

2.5 Purpose of Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems 

See the CGMS User Manual for details. 

2.6 Contraindications 

CT-Scan, X-Ray or MRI:  When must be examined with CT, X-ray, or MRI imaging, 

remove the transmitter for the processes and place it back afterward. The 

interruption will cause the sensor signal to re-stabilize. Some data loss may occur. 

An additional BG calibration is required. 

2.7 Blood Glucose Unit 

mmol/L or mg/dL 

2.8 What the POCTech CGM APP does 

Smartphone that support BLE (Version 4.0 or up) download with POCTech CGM 

APP can replace the Receiver of Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems, and is 

used together with Transmitter and Sensor. 

 

POCTech CGM APP was created to work with your smart phone, providing more 

options in monitoring your glucose trends and patterns. The App is similar to all 

other apps. 
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Note: The App 

①Works with only smart phones with Bluetooth 4.0 or up.. 

②Connects to a Transmitter in an exclusive mode. The transmitter will not 

communicate with other Bluetooth devices at the same time. 

③Must be used together with products manufactured by POCTech. 

④Version update may be necessary from time to time. 

 

2.9 How to set-up the POCTech CGM APP? 

Download the POCTech CGM APP file from the app store. Install the app following 

your smart phone instructions. The POCTech Icon will appear on your smart 

phone if the installation is successful. 

 

3. Main screen 
3.1 Interface definition 
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3.2 Main Menu 

Button Function 

 
Sensor Main Menu (default); 

 
Settings Menu 

 
User Input Menu 

 
Data Review/Export Menu 

 
Go to Sensor Search/Connect 

3.3 Sub-Menu 

3.3.1 Settings Menu 
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Menu No. Menu Item Setting… 

① Alert On/Off Choose Audio, Vibrate, Sound+ Vibrate or Off 

② Alert setting Set High Alert level and Low Alert level 

③ Unit Setting Choose mmol/L or mg/dL 

④ Transmission Default Closed. If opened, it will broadcast 

glucose internally. 

⑤ Help Obtain User Manual. 

⑥ About POCTech Obtain information about Manufacturers, 
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CGM Label, Version, etc. 

Note 

For more description about the Settings function, please refer to Section 12. 

 

 

3.3.2 User Input Menu 

 

Menu No. Menu Item Enter OR Log… 
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⑦ Ref BG Input Log finger blood glucose 

⑧ Log Event Log events, such as meal, insulin, medicine or 

exercise 

 

3.3.3 Data Review/Export Menu 

 

 

Menu No. Menu Item Select to View OR Export… 
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⑨ Review & Export Data Choose history record and review blood 

glucose graph 

⑩ 24 hr Overlay Choose history record and review blood 

glucose with 24hrs Overlay graph 

⑪ View Report Choose history record and generate patient 

reports 

⑫ AGP Report Report compliance with AGP specifications 

⑬ Log Share System logs during the wearing period 

Note 

More describe about the Review data function, please refer to Section 11. 

 

3.4 Icons 

 

Alert Indicator：Sound +Vibrator 

 

Alert Indicator：Sound  

 

Alert Indicator： Vibrator 

 
Alert Indicator：No Sound or Vibrator 

 
Calibration Prompt 

 
It indicates a status of an abnormal current. 

 
It represents the state of abnormal current recovery. 

 
It indicates a status above or below the set limit. 
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It indicates an entered blood glucose. 

 
It indicates a logged meal event. 

 
It indicates a logged an insulin event. 

 
It indicates a logged a medicine event. 

 
It indicates a logged an exercise event. 

 
Blood glucose is in steady state 

 
Blood glucose increases moderately 

 
Blood glucose increases rapidly 

 
Blood glucose decreases moderately 

 
Blood glucose decreases rapidly 

 
Blood glucose decreases rapidly, and is below or near low limit 

 Open or On 

 Close or Off 

 
Transmitter is connected. 
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Transmitter is disconnected. 

 
Urgent Low/High Alert 

 
Low/High Predictive Alert 

 

Alert - Synchronizing 

 

 

4. Start a new test 
4.1 Implant the sensor 

Prepare and implant the sensor.   

(See the Sensor preparation of the CGMS User Manual for details.) 

4.2 Start POCTech CGM APP 

Click the Software ICON on the smart phone desk to open the APP. 

4.3 Prepare the transmitter 

Prepare the transmitter. Install a CR1620 battery.  

(See the Transmitter preparation of the CGMS User Manual for details.) 

4.4 Connect the APP with the transmitter 

4.4.1 Click on the line “Click Here to turn sensor Search/On/Off >>>” to go to 

the sensor search. 
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4.4.2 Turn the Phone Bluetooth “ON” if it is “OFF”, then touch “Search” and 

allow for a few seconds for the App to find the transmitter. The active 

transmitter serial number will appear on the list; 
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4.4.3 Select the transmitter number (verify on the transmitter id) to connect by 

clicking the listed transmitter number to pop up dialog box. 

 

4.4.4 Then choose ‘OK’, the app will conduct a handshaking and connect with 

the transmitter. Once locked, an initialization process begins and a 

window shows a count-down clock. 
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4.5 Install the transmitter to the sensor immediately. 

(See the transmitter installation of the CGMS User Manual for details.) 

 

5. Calibration 
5.1 You need to calibrate the system after initialization. 

5.2 How to calibrate 

Step 1: When the initialization period is complete, a pop-up window will be 

displayed to prompt you to enter finger blood glucose value to calibrate the 

sensor; 

 

 

Step 2: Take a finger blood glucose measurement, enter the BG value within 5 

minutes.  
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Step 3: Press “OK” to confirm. 

 

Note 

When taking a finger blood glucose measurement, it is important to make it as 

accurately as possible. Make sure you wash and dry your hands. 

You can re-check the correctness of your BG input by opening the User 

Input‘ ’menu. 
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5.3 Subsequent Recalibration 

Follow Table 5.4, for recalibrations during the monitoring. Enter finger BG from 

the User Input‘ ’menu or in responding to calibration prompt.( ) 

 

 

5.4 When to calibrate 

Follow the Table below to carry out routine calibrations. 

Day Recalibration Times 

Starting Day Cal 1, after initialization 

Cal 2, before dinner or before bed 
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2nd Day Cal 1, fasting BG(before breakfast) 

Cal 2, before dinner  

3rd Day &after Fasting BG only(once every day) 

  Note: Add an additional calibration if obvious sensor deviation is suspected. 

 

Entering the wrong BG values, or waiting more than 5 minutes before entry, 

might affect sensor accuracy. 

 

There may be significant differences between finger blood glucose and 

Subcutaneous fluid glucose during periods of rapid blood glucose changes. 

 

The performance of this product using less frequent calibrations has not been 

studied. 

Note 

①Calibration times must be in glucose steady-state period! 

②Avoid calibrating within two hours after a meal or an insulin injection. 

③Do not calibrate when a rapid up/down arrow appears next to the glucose 

value. 

④If you calibrate in unsteady-state period, the Ref-BG will be considered invalid. 

Please do it later. 

 

⑤If you forget to calibrate on time, please do it before next meal. 

⑥Readings can be different, especially when the glucose fluctuates rapidly 
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 When “Meter reading–Receiver reading/meter reads *100%”>50%, 

wash your hands and take a 2ndfingerstick.  

 If the value of 2ndfingerstick is similar to the first, add a calibration 

before next meal. 

 

If inaccurate reference blood glucose is entered, it may lead to incorrect blood 

glucose results. 

 

6. Event Inputs 
The user should maintain a full activity log by entering all exercise, meals, 

medicine, and insulin, during the entire sensor wearing period. It helps to 

identify the effects of events on your glucose change patterns. 

Step 1: Tap “ ” user icon. 

Step 2: Tap Log Event. 
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Step 3: Select the event you want to enter. And then choose OK to confirm. 

 

Step 3: Once an event has been entered, a colored mark on the glucose graph will 

be displayed, for example “Meal”. 

 

 

7. Features of the Touch-screen display 
7.1 Blood Glucose Trend Arrow 
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7.2 Blood Glucose Graph Color 

The glucose graph is red when glucose level is below the low threshold, is orange 

when above the high threshold, and is green in the normal range. 
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7.3 Blood Glucose in Hyper/Hypo States and alerts 

When you are in Hyper or Hypo status, the “ ” will appear in the AP

P interface to alert you blood glucose is too low or blood glucose is too 

high. 

Hypoglycemia predict alert: When your blood glucose level is predicted t

o be lower than 55.8mg/dL within 20 minutes, the “  ” will appear i

n the APP interface with a hypoglycemia predict alert: hypoglycemia warni

ng time for some minutes. The actual warning time is calculated based on

 the change trend of blood glucose, not a fixed value. 

Hyperglycemia predict alert: When your blood glucose level is predicted to be 

higher than 270mg/dL within 20 minutes, the “ ” will appear in the APP 

interface with a Hyperglycemia predict alert: Hyperglycemia warning time for 

some minutes. The actual warning time is calculated based on the change trend 

of blood glucose, not a fixed value. 

Urgent hypoglycemia alert: When the blood glucose value is lower than 
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55.8mg/dL, the “ ” will appear in the APP interface together with sound and 

vibration to alert you are in severe hypoglycemia. The sound and vibration will 

not disappear automatically until the blood glucose is higher than 55.8mg/dL , 

Unless you set your phone to silent mode. 

The text alert will not disappear automatically until the blood glucose is higher 

than 55.8mg/dL. 

Urgent Hyperglycemia alert: When the blood glucose value is higher than 

270mg/dL, the “ ” will appear in the APP interface to alert you are in severe 

hyperglycemia. The sound and vibration will not disappear automatically until 

the blood glucose is lower than 270mg/dL , Unless you set your phone to silent 

mode. 

The text alert will not disappear automatically until the blood glucose is lower 

than 270mg/dL. 
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7.4 Left/Right Page Turns 

Slide a finger left or right moves one page each time. 

 

 

7.5 Review Glucose Point Value 

Touch on any point of the glucose graph, the glucose value of this point will be 

shown.  

 

8. Hypoglycemia and Hyperglycemia alert 
An alert (beep or vibration) for Hypoglycemia or Hyperglycemia may be 

accompanied by a popup window such as shown below, you can click 'Cancel' to 

close it, or 'Ok' to stop the prompt for 20 minutes. 
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9. Ending your sensor session 
9.1 Ending automatically 

The system is programmed to collect data for up to 7/14 full days. It terminates 

the data collection automatically when a 7/14-day acquisition is complete. 

9.2 Force Stop 

If you want to end sensor session early, please click on the line “Click Here to turn 

sensor Search/On/Off >>>” and choose “Force Stop”.  

A window “If Sensor is off, the test will be terminated.  Please be careful.” will be 

displayed. Choose “OK” to end. 

 

10. Remove the sensor together with the 

transmitter. 
(See the Transmitter preparation of the CGMS User Manual for details.) 

 

11. Review data 

Tap the “ ” Menu icon, you can review data. 

11.1 The sensor signal 

The sensor signal is for troubleshooting when abnormality is suspected. 
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11.2 Review & Export Data 

Review historical sensor data. The user can export the file in the form of "TXT" 

through the export button. The user can find the corresponding monitoring data 

through the given path. 

 

11.3 24-hr Overlay 

Display a 24-hr Overlay of the selected sensor data file. 

 

11.4 View Report 

Open the Data Menu, and choose “View Report” to open a list of data files. Select 

a file to view a complete patient monitoring summary report. 
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11.5 Share data 

You can enter www.poctechcgm.com in the browser to access the cloud pl

atform. It is recommended to log in through the computer, the recommen

ded browser is Google Chrome. 

Firstly, you need to register your account on the cloud platform, you can 

use your own personal email to register and bind your device (transmitte

r) SN number. You can share your data after logging in to the cloud platf

orm.   

You can invite your followers to view your blood glucose at the same tim

e and share it through your account. As long as your followers log in to 

the cloud platform, they can view your blood glucose data in real time. D

uring wearing period, please make sure your phone’s network is turned o

n and it will cost some network flow, then your data can be uploaded to

 the cloud platform. Share isn’t available on the receiver. 

 

12. Settings 
Tap “Settings” to open the settings page. 
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12.1 Customizing app alerts 

When you get a CGM alert, such as hypoglycemia, abnormal signal, your smart 

phone sounds and vibrates. Customize alerts or silence them according to your 

needs. 

Note:  

If the vibration motor and/or speaker on your phone is not functioning properly 

you may miss alerts. Please be careful to adjust this feature or follow your 
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doctor's instructions. 

Once you silence the alert, you might miss a severe low or high glucose event. 

 

12.2 Setting high/low alerts 

High alert default is set at11.1mmol/L(200mg/dL) and low alert default is set at 

3.9mmol/L(70mg/dL). Tap “Setting” to open next page to adjust high and low 

alerts values according to your conditions or the doctor's advice. 

 

Note 
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To receive Alerts, you must: 

-Verify app hasn’t been shut down. 

-Turn on Bluetooth. 

-Turn off “Do Not Disturb” feature on your phone 

12.3 Close the alert of audio and vibrator 

You can turn off the alert of audio and vibrator if you want to do so. Note that when 

the alert is turned off, you may miss alert for Hypoglycemia and Hyperglycemia. The 

Popup Windows remain active even if you have turned off the audio and vibrator. 

 

 

 

13. Maintenance 
13.1 Make sure that your smart phone Bluetooth is on. 

Your transmitter talks to your POCTech CGM APP with Bluetooth wireless 

communication.  
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Avoid using power saving modes that could turn off Bluetooth. 

13.2 Manage the app to stay active 

The app must always be running in the background and may drain your smart 

phone battery.  

Turn off as many apps as possible to keep your POCTech CGM APP running in the 

background. 

POCTech CGM APP and transmitter are designed to retrieve all data even when 

the APP becomes disconnected from time to time. Each time you touch the screen 

to view the APP, it will re-connect and retrieve all data that have been missed 

during the off-time. 

13.3 Carry your smart phone at all times 

It is recommended that you carry your smart phone at all times. The alert 

function will not be available when the transmitter is not linked. Once re-connect, 

it will retrieve all data that have been missed. 

13.4 Never clean up the POCTech CGM APP cache 

Never clean up the POCTech app cache during the monitoring period or a major 

error will occur which might enforce you to re-start the sensor and all stored 

data will be cleared. 

13.5 Update software version 

Since the hardware of mobile phones will be updated quickly, the POCTech APP 

can be used continuously for at least 2 years after it’s be released. It is 

recommended to update the latest version in time. 

13.6 Troubleshooting 

No. Icon

 d i s

play 

Other displa

y 

Reason Measure 

1 
 

 Disconnect between 

app and transmitter Click  to reconnecti

ng or wait for reconnect

ing 

2 

 

Sensor signa

l error! 

Current error: 

Iw<4 || 

1.Wait for recovery. 

2.Please change the sens
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Iw>300 or if could not recovery 

more than 15 minutes. 

3  Transmitter 

battery low! 

Transmitter battery l

ow 

Change the battery. 

4  Transmitter 

failure. Pleas

e end the s

ession. 

Bad contact with tra

nsmitter battery 

Contact customer service

  

5  Please turn 

on Bluetoot

h. 

System Bluetooth is 

turned off 

Open Bluetooth 

6  Please recali

brate when 

glucose beco

mes stable. 

Trend instability Wait for trend stabilizati

on and enter the param

eters again 

7  Connect faile

d, try again. 

Connect fail Connect again or restart

 Bluetooth and reconnect 

8  Abnormal da

ta 

When the current is

 abnormal, try to in

put the reference. 

1.Wait for recovery. 

2.Please change the sens

e if could not recovery 

more than 15 minutes. 

9  Not enough 

valid data to

 generate th

is report! 

View historical data 

and reports when th

e sensor is just bou

nd 

Report will be generated

after the first BG be inp

ut. 

10  Signature er

ror! 

Please down

load the gen

uine app! 

APP was tampered 

with and not downl

oaded and installed 

from official channel

s 

Download through the g

oogle play or official we

bsite. 

11  Can't run on

 root mobile

 phone or si

mulator! 

Mobile phones are r

oot or try root 

Install on a non-root ph

one 

 

 

All stored data will be deleted once uninstall the POCTech CGM APP. 
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14. Performance 
14.1 Software Performance 

 Items Performance 

1 Data output interval 1data/3min 

2 Calculate response time Within 1s 

3 Data integrity rate above 95% 

4 Simultaneous connection number 1 

14.2 Stability and accuracy 

The stability and accuracy depend on the CGMS sensor and your calibration. 

(See the CGM User Manual for details.) 

You can get the latest version of User Manual of at www.poctechcorp.com 

 

15. Manufacturer information 

 Zhejiang POCTech Co., Ltd. 

No. 1633 Hongfeng Road, Building 11 & 12,  

Huzhou City 313000 ,Zhejiang , China 

 Prolinx GmbH 

Brehmstr. 56, 40239 Duesseldorf , Germany 

©  Zhejiang POCTech Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.  

Manual may change without notice. When this happens, a new issue of this 

manual will be released. 

You can get the latest version of User Manual of POCTech CGM APP at 

www.poctechcorp.com 

If need help, please contact Customer Service：86-400-118-8528 or local 

distributer , just like if need paper user manual as free. 

Version: V20211229 

http://www.poctechcorp.com/CGMS
http://www.poctechcorp.com/CGMS

